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What is quantum technology?

Technologies underpinned by quantum properties, such as 

quantum entanglement, quantum superposition and 

quantum tunnelling

Olena Shmahalo / Quanta Magazine



UK National Quantum Technology Programme

□ Initiated in 2014 with £270m of gov. investment, now ~£1bn 

□ Four UK Quantum Technology Hubs:  imaging, 
communications, computing and sensing

□ Birmingham lead hub in Quantum Sensing and Timing
– Sensors for gravity and gravity gradients, acceleration and 

rotation, magnetic fields and ultra-stable clocks 



Gravity sensing

□ Weak force, exists between any masses

□ Measuring changes in gravity gives us 
information about density in environment

□ Useful for time-lapse and spatial 
mapping, but existing sensors are  
limited by vibration and mechanical wear



Quantum sensing
• Use cold atoms as a sensing element

107 strontium atoms in a magneto-optical trap at UoB109 rubidium atoms in a magneto-optical trap at UoB



Quantum sensing of gravity
• Place atom in free-fall into a quantum superposition using laser pulses

Individual atoms 
acting as perfect 
test-masses

Potential for 
significant 
improvement in 
instrument 
drift/stability



Quantum sensing of gravity gradients
• Simultaneously measure using two atoms with a common ‘laser ruler’

Differencing 
removes vibration, 
faster 
measurements

Increased spatial 
resolution

Weaker signal for 
more distant targets



Current field performance
• UoB first generation Gravity Gradiometer

1 E = 10-9/s2

Stray*, B. et al. Quantum sensing for gravity cartography. Nature 602, 590–594 (2022)

20 E statistical uncertainty after 10 minutes



Current field performance
• First field trials of QT gradiometers have detected near surface objects

Tunnel centre localised to: ±0.19 m, horizontal; -0.59/+2.3 m, vertical  

Stray*, B. et al. Quantum sensing for gravity cartography. Nature 602, 590–594 (2022)



UKCCSRC project: relevance of QT in gas storage

□ Conceptual models of gravity signals for proposed 
near-surface gaseous CO2 injection, base models around 
GeoEnergy Test Bed, and literature review of wider use cases

□ Consider surface application of gravity/gradiometry to detect 
displaced water, to complement prior borehole studies

□ Use outputs* to inform roadmap and priorities for QT sensors

*See final report, or Ridley, K. D. et al,  Upcoming conference presentation at GHGT-16, 2022



Example model of 

shallow injection at 

GTB, change 

detection scenario

UKCCSRC project: relevance of QT in gas storage

Plume
Water table
Injection pipe 

Gravity peak-peak: 
~15 µGal

Gradient peak-peak: 
~40 E



Conclusions of the project 
□ QT gravity and gradiometry are relevant for shallow injections

– Also could help provide information on near-surface ambiguities

□ QT gravity may be a useful complementary tool for deep storage
– Complement 4D seismic, ER tomography and magnetotellurics
– Key QT benefit likely to be improvements in long term stability

□ QT gradiometry likely not useful in surface monitoring of deep CCS
– Could provide useful data in boreholes, if miniaturisation is possible



Towards compact sensors
• Person-portable and moving platform devices underway

Current prototype specifications:
• 100 L, 17 kg, 125 W

Exploitation (new company):

Delta-g limited



Towards borehole QT gravity sensors

□ Initial trials of cold atom trapping have reached 50 m depth

Cold atom payload: ~OD 60 mm
Total enclosure: ~OD 120 mm
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